A. This is to incorporate the following:

Question 1:

8.1 C. iv. Service Requirements

If the work order/request isn’t emergency generated it states that we must provide an itemized quote before providing any services. With this being said, if we are dispatched for typical service work, will we be paid to generate the quote if our electricians are onsite to prepare a quote?

Answer 1:

8.1 C. iv. Service Requirements states the following:

b. All work orders/requests not emergency generated will require an itemized description of the work and estimate of costs before work is engaged. This may be done by inclusion of a project parts and materials list along with the contractor’s job estimate quote.

This should be replaced with:

b. If initial work order/request for non-emergency services is more than $500.00, an itemized description of the work and estimate of costs must be submitted and approved before additional work is engaged. This may be done by inclusion of a project parts and material list along with the contractor’s job estimate quote.
b. All other terms and conditions remain unchanged.
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